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Gresharn College was established in 1597 under the Will of the
Elizabethan financier Sir Thomas Gresham, who nominated the
Corporation of the City of London and the Worshipful
Company of Mercers to be his Trustees. They manage the
Estate through the Joint Grand Gresham Co@ttee. The
College has been maintained in various forms since the
foundation. The one continuing activity (excepting the period
1939-45) has been the annd appointment of seven
distinguished academics “sufficiently learned to reade the
lec~,es of di~ntye, astronomy, musicke, .md geometry”
(appo@ted by the Corporation), “meete tieade the lectures of
lawe,. phissicke, and rethoricke”, (appointed by the Mercers’

-AComptiy), ‘From the 16th cen~ the Gresham Professors
have given free public lectures in the City. A Mercers’ School
Memorial Chair of Commerce has been added to the seven
‘ancient’ Chairs.

The College wm forrndly reconsti~ted as an independent
fotidation in 1984. The Governing Body, with nominations
from the City Corporation, the Mercers’ Company, the
Gresham Professors and the City University, repotis to the
Joint Grand Gresharn Committee. Its objectives are to sponsor
innovative research and to supplement and complement
existing facilities in higher education. It does not award
degrees and diplomas, rather it is an active collaborator with
institutions of higher education, learned societies and
professional bodies.
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YESTERDAY’S EDUCATION FOR -
TOMORROW’S BUSINESS

Tom Cannon:
Mercers’ School Memorial Professor of Commerce

at Gresham College

In a previous Gresham College lecturel, Howard Davies, then Director

General of the CBI and, now, Deputy Governor of the Bank of England used

verses penned by John Betjeman to characterise two views of the business

world. The first describes the young executive:

“1am a young executive. No cuffs than mine are cleaner;

I have a slimline briefcase and I use the firm’s Cortina.

You ask me what it is I do. Well actually, you know,

I am partly a liaison man and partly PRO

Essentially I integrate the current expod drive

and basically I am viable from 10 o’clock til 5“.

The second describes the city worker as:

“young men who wear on office stools

The ties of minor public schools

\,
Each learning how to be a sinner

And tell a good one after dinner,

And so discover it is rather

Fun to go one more than father”.

Mr Davies used these verses to draw out the gap between the two groups

that illustrates the divide between the industry and the city in the UK.

‘ Davies,H.(1993)TheCityand Manufacturing /ndust~ GreshamCollegeSpecialLecture,

GreshamCollege,London
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The verses, however, provide insights that are more central to today”s theme

that much of the education provided about business is either inadequate or

inappropriate. If education wasever education about or for business, it has

been overtaken by changes that have transformed the nature and pattern of

business activity not only in the UK but across the world. The Cortina has

gone, so too has the office stool. Changes in technologies and markets

symbolise deeper changes in business and economic processes and

symbols2.

RelevanceLost?

The contribution of business edu~tion to these changes is not simply to

refled the new environment. The managerial revo[ution3 of the last hundred

years was rooted is the Business Schools of North herica and the

Fachhachschulen of Germany. The former codified management pratiice and

framed the shift to specialisation that characterised management over the last

century. The Fachhachschulen integrated technical and mmmercial

competence to a d~ree never achieved previously. Serious questions now

exist about key aspects of this inheritance. The head of one major Business

School described business education as ‘Yal$epearls before real swine”. This

description highlights two themes that will recur in this analysis. These are

first the nature of the knowledge and understanding that lies at tie heart of

education for business. The second is the ethics and values that underpin

this knotiedge.

The analysis of both is as relevant to the education for and about business

provided in schools as it is for the business education supplied by University

2Johnmn,H.T.(1992)Rekvanoe RwinW: Fmm Top Mwn Coti to =tiom-up

Empowemeti New Yofi, The FreePreS

3 Chandler,A.A.(1977 me Ws%kHand: me Managefia/ Revoltion in herican Business

Cambridge, Ma=., Hawad Univemity Pres
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Business Schools and inampany programmed. Central to th;s anal~is is

the argument that this education should reflect the business environment

facing business today and tomorrow not the world of yesterday. The underling

assumption is that the business world of the tate 1990s and earty twenty first

century is fundamentally different to the business world experienced during

most of the twentieth century. There is a new economic, industrial and

business paradigm in which the conditions and requirements of SU-SS are

fundamentatty different from those in the past.

The kind of questions asked by workers, managers and business leaders

from ~on, Ohio to Zjer jjang in China and from Birmingham, Engtand to

Yokohama, Japan show surprising similarities. They ask

●

●

●

●

●

●

‘\

How do t deliver more for tess?

How can t build on my core skitls and strengths white constantly adapting

my capabilities or re+ngineering my business?

Can t survive in the short term white preparing for the long term?

How do t think global and act Iocat?

Why is it that whatever I achieve, t remain dissatisfied and under stre~?

Can I satisfy the financiat expectations of my stockholders white meeting

my sociat responsibilities?

People across the wortd sense that fundamental changes are occurring in

the business wortd. Typicatty, they feet a mixture of dissatisfaction and

anticipation at the changes and the social, economic and commercial

responses.

Their dissatisfaction comes from awareness that the otd soltiions do not work

any more. tBM, tCt and GM are typicat of the giants that learned to dance but

then found that the music has changed. They are struggling to fit the otd

steps into the new tune. IBM failed to understand how quickly the catch-

3



phrase - no~ne was ever sacked for buying IBM - could turn against them.

CEOS started asking whether lBMs were being bought because they were

the safest machines or the best machines. ICI found that its committee

structure changed from being a source of stability and strength into a barrier

to change. General Motors had built fifty years of success on the dedication

of its cohorts of organisational men. They were organised into a managerial

bureaucracy that could mobilise massive resources against known goals.

When goats and solutions are unknown or misread, the very capacity of large

enterprises to wield massive resources leads to the proliferation of problems.

Their anticip~~on comes from the successes that are achieved. Adventure

capitalists like Richard Branson at Mrgin and Paul ~ulton at Sara Lee have

redefined their industries to their advantage. Others, merchant venturers like

Jack Welch at General Electric and AlIan Sheppard at GrandMet, redefine

their corporations to get ahead. New generation entrepreneurs like Anita

Roddick have wedded business success to new approaches to governance

and business responsibility. At firms like Shell, resources are invested in

codi~ing approaches to environmental management that atlow financial

control to be wedded to social responsibility. These successes are not

confined to the rich North. Innovative approaches areas tikely to emerge in

Tata Industries of India as in ABB of Sweden. They have, however, learned

the same lesson that the US mititary learned after the Vietnam war. This

\

tesson is that “the determined effort to fight the war with the approaches and

techniques of the last conftict was the surest e~tanation of defeat despite the

resource and logistics advantages available to us.”

4,
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Lecture 1

The Cabbage Patch Kd

The last few years have seen a ferment of opportunities and ideas in the

business world. This is vividly illustrated in the speed with which fashions in

thinking about business change. StiWing to your last is no sooner understood

than it is overtake by the searti for ampetitive advantage. Time based

mmpetition soon gets dated in the battle for re+ngineering. The focus on

mre wmpetenws and ~pabilities struggles tu answer the question - is it

possible to shrink to greatness.

This turmoil - in ideas, markets and tetinologies - has parallels in the history

of business and in other fields of human endeavour. Turmoil of this kind

tiaracterises revolutionary fiange when one set of ideas and mrtainties are

overtaken by a new set. In eff~t, one paradigm or way of thinking and

working is giving way to another. It omurred at the end of the nineteenth

mntury when the British industrial paradigm of the small, personal,

manufacturer/trader was overwhelmed by the mrporatist, managerial

revolution that emerged in the USA and Germany. British mrporations and

the British management system muld not mmpete in world markets against

the ability of US firms like Standard Oil, Armm and later General Motors or

\
their German equivalents like Bayer and Mer@des Benz.

British industries and firms that entered the late 1880s as world leaders

failed to appreciate the depth of the change in the industrial world that was

=used by the new industrial revolution. They adopted new technologies but

did not r-gnise the need to change their thinking to tap the real potential of

the new machines and ways of wo~ing. These British managers were

steeped in the batti produdion that ~aracterised industries like tetiiles.

They lacked proper qualifi~tions and believed managers were born not

made. This fitted mnveniently into a deferential mlture. New ideas equated

to new threats.
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Little wonder that they muld not @mpete with the new highly qualified US

and German managers who saw properly organised scienm and technology

as an opportunity not a threat. Edu@tion, training and development in the

USA and Germany reflected the needs of the new managers and the new

industries. The Business Stiools in the USA and the Fachhach=hulen in

Germany symbolised this link between training and performanm. The new

wrporation men might be grey but they knew their subjed. The new

mrporations adopted the new ideas about markets, research and

development and business organisations. This allowed them to develop

global positions in the ritiest markets.

The Secret of Their Succ-

At the heart of the managerial paradigm of the twentieth wntury lay the

search for mntrol. Managers and wrporations wanted to bend tetinologies,

markets, thinking - even immunities - to their will. The secret of General

Motors suass lay in the superb management mntrol systems designed and

developed by Alfred P. Sloan. In the vast mrporate empires, people knew

were they stood. They muld probably find themselves somewhere on an

organisation mart. They spoke a @mmon language probably developed at

Wharton or some other business school. They shared values that they knew

were superior to those available anywhere else. Ona they knew their goals

they muld mobilise vast resour~s to atiieve them.

They rea~ed the zenith of their achievements in projeds like delivering the

vast arsenal required to win World War 2 or putting a man on the moon. The

solutions were known - more tanks, airw~ and ships or getiing enough thrust

into the Apollo ro~et to get the payload to the moon and ba&. The twentieth

=ntury manager muld manage to resour~s to deliver the goods when

answers were known. Its greatest failure oarred when the problem was

remgnised but the answer was not known. President Nixon tried to match

Kennedy’s promise about manned spa~ flight. He promised a cure for
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cancer within a decade but all the resources in the world cannot get ‘PU to a

destination - if you do not know where it is.

Now, this managerial paradigm is collapsing under the same kinds of

pressures that destroyed the nineteenth centu~ systems of management.

The rise and fall of IBM symbolises both the strength of the old system and its

inherent weakness. IBM successfully fitted the new information technologies

into the old production systems - it used the systems and structures of the

mass production and Fordist age to build its success. It succeeded -to a

point.

It failed, however, to see the logic of its own situation - ignoring the

implications of the $oftware revolution and the changes in the marketplace. [t

had the chance to be the first virtual organisation. It was capabte of using its

technologies and market power to breakdown the barriers between

organisation and strategy, between its internat and external operations and

between its reservoirs of information and expertise and the meation of a

teaming organisation.

IBMs probtems are not unique. Proximity to the technologies that drive

change does not guarantee either an abitity to integrate the underlying

assumptions of the new technology or a capacity to adapt to the implications

of the new environment. Education, itsetf, faces the same probtems.

Universities, for example, may assume that their involvement in learning

makes them teaming organisations. This belief hardly seems vatid given their

resistance to change and reluctance to integrate their own lessons into their

operations. Adaptation is the chatlenge facing organisations that strive to

sutied during a revolution and come out ahead. The tram record is not

good. In the past, new enterprises - not changed existing organisations -

have dominated the future. The question facing existing ventures is whether

they can adapt to the patterns that are evotving.

7
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Ways Forward ..

The ways forward are already emerging. They can be seen in the success of

those firms that have faced up to the risks involved in change and built

responses based on current reality not wishful thinking or easy options.

Change is endemic today. Technologies, markets and organisations are more

dynamic than at anytime in history. Products based on an innovative

technology can emerge, gain global prominence and virtually disappear in a

few years. This is as true for Cabbage Patch Dolls as it is for laser disks,

integrated software systems like Lotus Symphony and semi manipulable,

robotic arms.

Technology life cycies are shrinking in response to the push of innovation

and the pull of market demand. Radio and film took forty years to move from

innovations to mature products, but the portable telephone took a mere four

years to shift from being an exciting novelty to a public nuisance. Technology

push increases as the science base expands with more PhD students, larger

research establishments and growth in Research and Development

expenditure.

Markets show no sign of being satiated. Consumers, especially those with

disposable incomes, expect a constant flow of new products and services.

Surveys of industrial and retail buyers consistently show that they expect to

\

be more innovative. They anticipate more innovation from their suppliers with

shorter lead times and more features. The same demands and pressures

exist in the public sector with constant demands for new products or services

in sectors as diverse as defence and education.

The success of the intemet symbolises several aspects of these changes.

The dramatic growth in interet usage is poses a major dilemma for

telecommunications companies. Surging demand for access makes it hard for

service providers to keep up with demand. There are, already, claims that the

Californian telecommunications system will not be able to meet demand by

1999. Simultaneously, there is evidence that new access systems and

8
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product innovations will transform usage - probably to the disadvantage of the

telecommunications companies that are currently benefiting from internet use.

File Transfers and Power Transfers

The internet market itself provides a paradox for business. Superficially the

market is very attractive, It is concentrated among high value customers who

are younger, more likely to be better educated and richer than the rest of the

population. Research by Booze, Allen and Hamilton highlights the strength of

internet use among younger sectors of the population.

\ \
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The attractiven-s of the market is increased by the high median household

salaries that is over half as much again as the average for the US population

- ~,700 versus W2,400. In part this reflects the high terminal education age

of internet users. Over eighty percent of intemet users in the USA have

college degrees. This sharply contrasts with the average for the US

population of thirty-three percent. Despite the appeal of the intemet market,

n~ne - apart from intemet service providers - have managed to use it

Xectively as a marketing tool.

Organisations are obliged to adapt to these changes or fail to meet the needs

of their shareholders, clients, employees or communities. The fierce debate

about the ways to manage successfully in the contemporary environment

reflects the wider environmental turbulence. The focus on core competence

9
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@rthe pressure to reengineer are symptoms of the effofi to get contidl of the

business while facing turbulence in the wider environment.

Organisations and their managers are expected to reinvent themselves to

cope with change while holding onto their core competence and capabilities

to sustain themselves and keep ahead of their rivals4. In this environment,

successful innovators do not merely adopt new technologies, they adapt their

business and work practices to new technologies. They seek technologies

that allow them to jump generation gaps in products, processes and

servicas5. The current wave of technological development has the capability

to change the rules of business. Information technology, for example, aitows

consumers to play a more direct and immediate role in product and service

development, design and delivery. Mass customisation can deliver products

to buyers at prices that were once seen as intimately linked with mass

production and the economies of scale. A new economics of specificity and

change is emerging to rival the established economics of scale or stabitity.

Tectonic ShiW

This is, in turn, is linked with movements in the ground rules of competition.

The characteristics of successful organisations have evolved from the giant,

multi product, multi-functional organisation to more tightly focused but flexible

ventures that built themselves around the capabilities of their people. In these

organisation% hierarchies, authority and controt are less importance than

involvement, ownership and creativity. The Economist recently linked ‘Wese

tectonic shifts and a tsunami of transformation” with “the end of the old

economic order.” This analysis may be reflected in the academic or popular

4 Goss, T., Pasoale, R. and Athos,A. (1993) me Reinvention Roller Coastec RisKn9 me

Present for a Powerful Future’ Novem~r-Dewmbr

5 IanWt, M.(1993) ‘Real Wodd R&D: Jumpingthe Produd Generation Gap’ Harvati

Businessreview May-June
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texts quoted by The Emnomjst like “The End of Atiuen@, me End 07Work,

The &ath of Inflatjon, The Bath of Competjtjon, The End of Geogmphy, The

Death of Money ... The Death of Emnomjcs” or even my own We/mme to the

Revoltiion.

Edu@tion for Business and Business Edu~tion remain Iotied into traditional

assumptions. These include beliefs about the nature of exchange in markets,

aptimal organisational form and size, the role(s) of the individual and people,

organisational and market boundaries, planning, @reers, the primary means

of produdion and sour~s of mmpetitive advantage etc. that have inmeasing

diffiwlty in refledtng mntemporary reality.

issue Old XumptWs New ProposMons 1

INature of ~~ange ISupplier led and spedfied IUser/oonsumerledand

Spedfiad

Organisational Fom Strudured and hierarohi~i FletiMe and non hierarchiml

Control Systems ~ghtty defined from top Looselyspecified from Mom

ISize ILame and unitarystrudures Small and federal I
L

O~anisational Defined to maimise internal Defined to matimisa efiemal

Boundaries effldency effectiveness

Ma*et Boundaries Clear and sustained Blurredand dynamic

Planning ~emal and formal Internal and informal

Careers Longterm and defined Short term and undefined

Leademhip Professional Entrepreneurial

Priofiies GroMh and mntrol Sustainabilityand opportunity

The fit or, more ofien, the failure to fit between the organisational form,

management expiations and market needs ueate many of the paradoxes

that dominate business life today. The notion of mntinuous dismntinuity has

an inmeasing role in the analysis of mntemporary business but s~r~ly

figures in edumtion for business. This is despite dismntinuity’s ever more

pervasive impad on business issues. The intemet is an esp~ally ~tent

symbol of the way in which a tetinologi~l innovation =n blur into a social

11
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development and, then, in a business form or marketplace. Features bf each

of these stages plays a part in shaping a new form of business environment.

Cmtinuous Discontinuity

The notion of continuous discontinuity encompasses the principle of

mntinuity that underlies the assumptions of many highly effective

organisations. They establish and maintain an ongoing partnership with all

their employees, the community and the wider society. According to Frankfurt

Allgemeine, Germany’s Meile, a medium sized but profitable producer of

premium washing machines “manufacturers as many components as

possible, preferably within a small region with firmly rooted workers.” They

share this desire for continuity with Britain’s Marks and Spencer. It

establishes long term relations with its major clothing suppliers. Some go

back to the origins of the stores group early in this century when

manufacturers like the Dewhurst Group supported its early development.

These relationships have parallels with the Japanese Meretsu and the

Korean Chaebol systems of mmmercial relationships. These networks are an

integral part of the successful development of global giants like Mitsubishi

and Samsung. Continuity is not enough to explain the success of these

firms.

They avoid the sterility and rigidity otien linked with continuity by building in

innovation and its associated discontinuities. Innovation might be technical.

Smaller German companies like Meile have an outstanding record for

technological innovation despite placing a premium on continuity. They

achieve this by adopting an integrated approach to innovation. This approach

weds their expertise with that of their suppliers and customers through

partnership development. At Marks and Spencer, the trust created between

the firm and its suppliers encourages them to initiate new developments that

open new market opportunities for Marks and Spencer. In Japan, large

customers like Toyota support their suppliers in their search for innovative

ideas in production, processing even sourcing.

12
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An Ametican Tale
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Anglo-US corporations from both sides of the Atlantic remain locked into old

style separated, almost adversarial ways of thinking and managing. These

had a role when demand generally ex~eded supply. Products were

homogeneous and technologies solutions outweighed human inputs in

determining prim/output relations. This mntrasts with the needs of the new

environment in whiti supply exmeds demand, product differential is the key

to su~ss and adding value through people is the key sour~ of produdion

advantage. Anglo-US firms fam serious diffiwlties mmpeting with a

Japanese system in whid “adual ansumer demand’, ‘pulled the product

through the fadory. Therefore, the tong standardised production runs betoved

by Ford, N~letd and Sloan were repta~s. The finat assembty line in modern

=r fadories sees wagons, Wodoor hattiba&s, and four door sedans with

red, beige and white bodies, with left-hand and right-hand steering wheet,

with a variety of transmissions, engines and options, rotled one after the other

atong the tine ‘seemingly at random” in response to mstomer orders flowing

on mmputer printout into the fadory from deaterse.”

The division of Iabour to produ~ homogeneousproduds was the great US

mntribution to mass produdion. Litterer de~ibes how it gave US produmrs

massive advantages over their European rivals;

“The skitl and knowledge of the Europeans ... was the quat and sometimes

the superior of that of the Ameriwns. The differenw was in how this t~ni~t

knowtedge and skitl was used. The European manufadurer used it to make a

product. The Amerimn manufadurer used it to make a pr~ss for making a

produd7.”

6 L@e, R. (19W) The Collap of the Ameri~n Management My#iue Wed, Otioti

Univemity Pres

7 Ltierer, J. A. (1ml) “SystematicManagement: The Searti for Otier ati integration”

Bwin~ Hi*om Reviw, Spring
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Scientific management was a the heart of this American approach. Jdb

analysis, work measurement, time and motion were all developed to enhance

this process of making product. They achieved this by breaking down work

into its component parts, reallocating this work among workers who stopped

being skilled operatives and became machine minders.

In this way, a fundamental change took place in the contract between workers

and management during the second industrial revolution in North America.

During the first industrial revolution the direct control by management of the

industrial workforce was very limited. In key sectors like raitway construction,

ship-building, mining even tetille production, managements direct role in the

production process was very limited. Controls were largely exercised through

internal or externat subcontractors. Sometimes their relationship was

indirectly with the emptoyer through contractors. Elsewhere, the relationship

was mediated through crafts or craft unions and guitds. They retained their

position through ‘a jungle of restrictive practices” that did nothing to improve

output but did sustain the workets sense of controt over his job. The

Taytorite8 “scientific management” revolution transformed this.

Self Help

It is no coincidence that Taytots works soon overtook those of Samuat

Smiles in popularity among the new factory owners and managers. Samual

\
Smiles emphasised the impofiance of Setf Help for an industrial workforce

that still retaited some controt over its work practice. Taylor sought to

eradicate this controt and transfer authority over the means, fon and votume

of output to managers and owners. It is intriguing to read of the sustained

popularity of Smiles work in Japan well into this century after its translation by

Masanao Natkamura. His ideas have a greater consonance with the

8 Taylor, F.W. (1911) Sdeti~ ManaWmnt New Yom, Ha~er

14
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Japanese faith in a highly integrated and motivated workforce that retains

wnsiderable mntrol over its work.

This Japanese pattern of management has many parallels with the approach

adopted in Germany. In Germany, the notion of m-determination is well

established. Codetermination in its broadest sense expressed the belief that

workers and management share in determining the direction of the enterprise

and its operations. The mmmitment had two parallel effects that together

sustained the mmmitment to integrated working pratit~s. First, w-

determination makes firms relutiant to engage in large s~le reductions in

Iabour. As its hard to dispose of tabour, the inwntive is to fo~s the

mmpanies’ atiivities in those areas of business that are less vulnerable to

mmpetition.

For md of German industry this means lower volume, higher value,

t~ni~lty ~mptex produds and servims where quatity of Iabour is more

important than priw. The se~nd eff~ is that redetermination reinforms the

importanm of ttini=t expertise (Fachkom@tenz) at the expense of

administrative expertise. Managers gain status from techni~t expertise that

an be atigned against the workets expertise not a separated administrative

expertise. Simong desmibes how suassful German wmpanies rate

‘industry spedfic quatifi=tions highly ... Of the 250 member workform at

Aqua Signal, world leader in ship-tighting systems, 50 are engineers. At

Hauni/Korber the more than 1,500 engineers on its payroll represent almost

one in four employees.”

In a sense, this emphasis on integration harks ba~ to the previous industrial

revolution with its notions of waft and te&ni=l skill. Its key retevanu for the

current revolution lies in the bridge it tiers to new t~notogies and markets.

The new tetinotogies provide flexibility and adaptability. The new markets

are built around customer expectations of vatue and the fit of produds and
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services to their needs. The integrated company, dedicated to tapping these

technologies and satisfying these needs, provides the way forward during this

revolution.

A Framewo* for Development

Education for business will need to shift focus while acknowledging the

impact of change and the collapse of traditional economic relations. It is

evident that neither the fragmented workforce nor the separated management

are required by the dominant technologies nor do they suit today’s markets.

Mgid and mechanical technologies and information systems were hard to
.

separate from rigid and mechanistic organisations. Fluid and flexible

technologies and information systems should not be separated from flexible

and organic management structures.

This shifts the responsibility of management away from detailed specification

of tasks and tight control to leadership based on understanding the

capabilities of the enterprise. Values gain special importance as they provide

the means of integrating the venture at the lowest cost to the greatest effect.

Warren Bennis former University President comments that (traditional)

“organisations are by their nature bureaucratic, with a mind set of control,

order and prediction. In more stable times, when manpower resources were

channeled to make stovepipes or steel these techniques worked well. Now

‘\
we are moving towards organisations that are more like temporary systems,

networks or clusters. The mind set of these organisations will be alignment

creativity and empowerment.”

Each of the processes identified by Bennis - alignment, creativity and

empowerment - requires a higher level of understanding of the capabilities

and competence of the organisation than the control and ordering tasks

under traditional structures. This is especially true if managers expect to

predict - with any degree of accuracy - the likely results of their actions. The

failure to align the capabilities of the organisation to the needs of the

environment is the best available explanation of the problems of Sony at

16
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CBS, Marks and Spencer at Brooks Bros, Imperial Group at Howard ‘Johnson

and a host of other problem purchases.

This failure to align mpabilities and needs is equally evident in organic

developments. The failure of the EMI body scanner shows how a

technological success can turn into a market failure when the capabilities of

the firm and the needs of the market are out of synch. EMI had few of the

capabilities required to open up the US market for its product or defend its

interests when Jimmy Carter imposed barriers to its development. General

Motors’ spectacular failures at its Hamtramck showed fiat its old skill at

buying its way out of a hole worked well when the solution followed a well

worn route. This approach was counter productive when the need to think

was as important as the need to spend. The Mercury Division of Cable and

Wireless learned the same lessons in the UK when it tried to win market

share by matching the policies and capabilities of its giant rival BT.

One More Wme

Alignment is not the neat of straightfomard process implied by some writers.

It involves indepth understanding of the enterprise and its people - inside

and outside the organisation. It demands a willingness to look beyond the

obvious features of the firm’s past successes into the real reasons for their

success. Corporations enjoy repeating past successes - even if the world has

changed and they turn into modern failures. Kodak have responded to

virtualty every change in the camera market by relaunching the Brownie is

some form or other. These re-packaging exercises - The Instamatic, The Disc

camera even its 35mm single use camera - won shrinking shares of a

smatler(in real terms) market. tn the process, Kodak moved from being a

leader and innovator with the Brownie to a follower with the 35mm single use

camera.

The capacity to break the mould and identify new ways fo~ard is ctosely

identified with the notion of continuous discontinuity. Continuity is impotiant

but is a platform for development not a trap or easy option. The ability to
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manage discontinuity must be integrated into existing or revised confrol and

operations. This allows the enterprise to focus on the opportunities inherent

in change and the value of effective innovation. The ability to manage change

and innovation cannot be confined to the product and process aspects of the

organisation. It must extend into the headland of the enterprise through it

mission, values and culture. Issues like fairness in the workplace, the

avoidance of gender or ethnic bias are heartland issues nor peripheral topics.

There is some evidencelo that organisations with a strong gender bias or that

fail to create real opportunities for women are more likely to be locked into

the OWstyle Taylorite rigidities. Research on women owned or managed

business suggests that they are more likely to adopt open, integrated and

consensus approaches to organisation and business developmentll. The

gender bias is a major problem for European businesses. Women constitute

41 percent of the Iabour pool, but less than 15 per cent of the managerial

Iabour pool and only 1 percent of main board directors.

The business benefits of a stionger female role in decision making positions

is clearly adiculated by Roger Young, Director General of Britain’s Institute of

Management. He notes that ‘Yemaleways of managing - consensus

decisions, the ability to handle several projects at a time and strong

interpersonal skills - wil{ be even more appropriate in the next millennium.”

Consensus decision making is especially important in rapidly changing

industries where the inability to establish a firm framework for consensus

inhibits progress and creativity. The key question is -do we have yesterday’s

business education - preoccupied with control, resource exploitation and

market power for tomorrows business environment dominated by change,

sustainability and partnership?

10 HaKm, C. (1979) ‘Ompational Segregation”Department of ~ployment, Re=ati

Paper No 9, London

11 Carter, S. And Cannon, T. (1992) Women as E~~nem London,Aoademic Pres
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